Amazing attractions

Ijen Crater
Banyuwangi 68425, Indonesia
Rank: #1 of 29 Attractions in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: ★★★★★ based on 1,500 reviews
Attraction type: Geologic Formations
"take the mask with you..when u want to climb down to crater is the item to have on your face"

Pulau Merah Beach
Desa Sumberagung | Pesanggaran, Banyuwangi, Indonesia
Phone: 85333050535
Rank: #2 of 29 Attractions in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: ★★★★★★ based on 214 reviews
Attraction type: Beaches
"Scenic" | "beautiful Island"

Sukamade Beach
Sarongan Village | Meru Betiri National Park, Pesanggaran, Banyuwangi, Indonesia
Rank: #3 of 29 Attractions in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: ★★★★★★ based on 92 reviews
Attraction type: Beaches
"Beyond words" | "great!!"

Rumah Apung
| Bangsring, Wongsorejo, Banyuwangi, Indonesia
Rank: #13 of 29 Attractions in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: ★★★★★★ based on 6 reviews
Attraction type: Points of Interest & Landmarks
"swimming with the shark" | "Snorkling with fish and shark!"

Pura Luhur Giri Salaka
| Alas Purwo, Kecamatan Purwoharjo, Banyuwangi, Indonesia
Rank: #21 of 29 Attractions in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: ★★★★★★ based on 3 reviews
Attraction type: Sacred & Religious Sites

Find ratings & reviews for these and more listings on tripadvisor.co.uk. Ratings accurate as of August 2016.
Popular restaurants

Warung Biru
Jl. Kapten Pierre Tendean, Banyuwangi, Indonesia
Rank: #1 of 52 restaurants in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: 4.5 based on 28 reviews
Restaurant type: Asian, Indonesian, Seafood
"Cheap and Delicious!!!" | "DELICIOUS LOCAL DISH - CHEAP"

Rawon Bik Ati
Jl. Ahmad Yani 83, Banyuwangi, Indonesia
Phone: +62 333 423165
Rank: #2 of 52 restaurants in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: 4.5 based on 46 reviews
Restaurant type: Asian, Indonesian
Good for: Local cuisine, Child-friendly
Dining options: Breakfast, Takeout, Waitstaff
"Local Restaurant with Local Food. No More." | "Variety of rawon is served here"

Nasi Tempong Mbok Nah
Jl. Kolonel Sugiono 16, Banyuwangi, Indonesia
Rank: #3 of 52 restaurants in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: 4.5 based on 26 reviews
Restaurant type: Asian, Indonesian
Good for: Cheap Eats
Dining options: Takeout
"Delicious " | "so delicious & the que was crazy tho"

Seafood Sobo
Jl. Kepiting, Tukangkayu, Banyuwangi, Indonesia
Phone: +62 81330694063
Rank: #5 of 52 restaurants in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: 4.0 based on 8 reviews
Price: £
Recommended places to stay

Ketapang Indah Hotel ★★★★★
Jl. Gatot Subroto km. 6, Banyuwangi 68421, Indonesia
Phone: 011 62 333 422280
Rank: #1 of 11 hotels in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: ★★★★★ based on 556 reviews
“Short stay unfortunate” | "Incredible value"

Bangsring Breeze Resort ★★★★★
Jl. Raya Situbondo KM 17, Gg. Bangsring Breeze | Bangsring, Wongsorejo, Banyuwangi 68453, Indonesia
Rank: #2 of 11 hotels in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: ★★★★★ based on 85 reviews
"my little paradise"

Hotel Blambangan
Jl. Dr. Wahidin Sudirohusodo no. 4 Banyuwangi, Banyuwangi 68411, Indonesia
Phone: 011 62 333 411222
Rank: #3 of 11 hotels in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: ★★★★★ based on 39 reviews
"Minimized room with Relaxing Ambience in the Center of Banyuwangi"

Kendi Villas and Spa
Jl Putri Gunung no 99, Banyuwangi 68466, Indonesia
Rank: #4 of 11 hotels in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: ★★★★★ based on 17 reviews
"Excellent hotel" | "Beautiful hotel and tour"

Jiwa Jawa Resort Ijen
Tamasari, Banyuwangi, Indonesia
Rank: #6 of 11 hotels in Banyuwangi
TripAdvisor traveller rating: ★★★★★ based on 3 reviews
"Best luxury hotel for your visit to Banyuwangi or Ijen Crater trekking"